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OVERVIEW: Starfire offers many of its products in configurations suitable for MRI room operation. 
All such configurations require the fixture itself to be free of ferrous materials. To minimize EMI, all 
electronics other than the LED chips are remote from the fixture and are to be located outside the 
MRI room. To eliminate EMI in the MRI room power to the LEDs is low voltage DC constant current 
and all dimming is by constant current reduction. PWM signaling is not used. In addition to 
these measures MRI grade EMI filters are required at the point where the DC power enters the 
MRI room to filter extraneous electrical noise induced on the cables from the drivers or outside 
sources.      

Fixture Mounting 
Mounting the MRI version of a product is the same manner as the non MRI version 

Refer to installation instruction for specific fixture type 

Cabling 
MRI fixtures are provided with shielded plenum cable for low voltage DC power from the driver to the fixture section. Properly 
grounded, the shield will provide some degree of EMI radiation suppresion. However, it is common practice to run all electrical 
cables in the MRI room in conduit. Final determination of this is up to the design engineer

Each fixture section up to 8 feet in length has a dedicated remote driver and dedicated low voltage cable.

Lengths of low voltage cables must be specified on the order. It is 2 conductor, 18 ga, shielded plenum-rated wire. Substitution of 
other wire is not recommended as required connectors cannot be applied. Polarity must be carefully maintained. Reversed polarity 
will damage LED boards

Drivers are programmed for specific fixture sections. Before starting the installtion, create a detailed layout clearly showing drivers, 
Filter and fixture section  connections. Ensure fixture sections are comnnected to the correct driver. Connection to thewrong driver 
will effect light intensity and can damage LED boards
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Mount MRI compatible fixture in MRI room per specific fixture installation instructions
a. Ensure fixture housing is properly grounded to the ceiling shield

Mount Driver Enclosure (single or multiple version based on fixture type) in the equipment room, not MRI room
 a. Remove enclose cover
b. Screw enclosure to the mounting surface through provided holes

3 Mount enhanced EMI Filter(s) on the equipment room side of the MRI room barrier wall 
a. Typically involves passing shaft through a hole in the wall into a junction box in the MRI room
b. Ensure all seals are applied

4 Run continuous conduit from enhanced EMI filter junction box in the MRI room to fixture section
a. Ensure conduit connectors makes solid electrical connections at all points

5 Route flexible shielded plenum cable provided by Starfire through the conduit from fixture to its enhanced EMI Filter.  
a. Open fixture per installation instructions
b. Depending upon filter type selected there may be from 1 to 4 filter segments per container.

Wire specific driver to specific filter segment and ensure the designated fixture section is wired to the same filter
segment.

c. Pull the non-connector end of the cable from the fixture to the EMI filter.
Stop when the connectorized end is in the fixture with a bit of slack

d. Plug the cable connector into the mating connector in the fixture
e. Close fixture per installation instructions
f. Note: fixture sections will be shipped with up to 50 ft of cable as ordered.
g. It may be possible to accommodate longer lengths. Contact factory for confirmation
h. Do not attempt to common positive or negative leads from different fixture or filter section together.

This will can cause unwanted EMI.

Series MRI

Steps
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6 Terminate flexible cable at the output side of the enhanced EMI filter 
a. Cut off excess cable leaving at least 6” of slack, and move cable label to remaining cable.
b. Strip outside jacket without cutting shield
c. Twist shield and drain wire together and attach to filter ground point
d. Strip LED DC power conductors and attach to enhanced EMI filter

(see specific connection instructions for designated fixture
e. It is essential Positive and Negative polarity is maintained through the filter.

Many filters label the leads on both ends a L1 and L2.
Make sure the same color conductor on the plenum cable connects to the same L# on both sides of the filter

f. Close the junction box cover in the MRI room

7 Route flexible shielded plenum cable from the driver enclosure to the enhanced EMI Filter
a. Fixture sections and remote drivers are programmed at the factory.

Ensure each fixture section is connected to its designated driver
b. Conduit is optional for this cable rum although often recommended
c. This plenum cable will be hard wired in the remote drive enclosure. Do not remove it

8 Terminate flexible cable at input side of enhanced filter 
a. Cut off excess cable leaving at least 6” of slack
b. Strip outside jacket without cutting shield
c. Twist shield and drain wire together and attach to ground points
d. Strip LED DC power conductors and attach to enhanced EMI filter at one end and driver connectfion at other.

(see specific connection instructions for designated fixture
e. If multiple drivers are being used, ensure cable from designated or fixture section is routed to correct driver.

Drivers  are specifically programmed for their designated section
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Route AC power and Dimming wiring to driver enclosure using knockout provisions following local electrical codes 

Connect AC power and dimming control wires to designated connection points as shown in table below
a. Ensure AC power ground is also connected to driver enclosure ground point
b. If dimming is not used leave dimming connections open

11 Reinstall driver enclosure cover 
a. Seal seams with copper foil tape if required

Wiring Color Codes 0-10V 
Standard

ECO 
Function 

Switched Line (120-277V) Black Black
Neutral White White
Ground Green Green

0-10V (+) Intensity Purple 
0-10V (-)  Intensity Grey  or Pink*

E1 Intensity and TW CTT Purple
E2 Intensity and  TW CCT

*  Per NEMA Bulletin #11

0-10V (+) CCT - TW only
0-10V (-)  CCT -TW only

Red
Blue

DALI

Black
White
Green

Lutron

D(+)Intensity and TW CCT
D(-)Intensity and  TW CCT

Purple 
Grey  or Pink*

Grey  or Pink*
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Service and Repair 

DO NOT attempt to repair fixtures without first contacting the factory. Improper repair actions will void the warranty and can 
result in damage to the fixture components. Driver and LED components are custom configured at the factory. Generic 
replacements CANNOT be used – If parts need replacing, obtain from factory; properly configured for each fixture. 

If directed to make a repair, turn off power to the fixture before disassembly. CAUTION – Some fixtures have multiple circuits 
running through the wiring compartment including un-switched circuits. BE SURE ALL POWER IS OFF 
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 No PWM Switching 
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Starfire MRI Compatible Fixture – Enhanced Filtering Wiring v2
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